
With built-in integration capabilities with Applied 
Epic™, the Bridge provides core capabilities to quote 
small commercial business directly with their 
appointed carriers and through Market Access.  

By enabling agents to collect and store data, find in-
appetite markets, quote and submit to multiple insurers 
or MGAs in a single workflow, agents create a simpler, 

more connected commercial lines quoting experience 
that improves productivity and speed to market. 

Tarmika Bridge is a seamless quoting platform built 
for independent agents that streamlines the quoting 
process allowing agencies to work better, save time, 
and increase efficiencies.  

S E A M L E S S  C O M M E R C I A L  Q U O T I N G  F O R  
T H E  I N D E P E N D E N T  A G E N T  

Tarmika Bridge 
is a single-entry quoting 
solution designed to streamline 
the commercial lines process.   

Tarmika Bridge is the industry’s leading commercial lines quoting tool, with over 35 commercial markets 
integrated via Ivans/IDP to automate the appetite and quoting process. The single-entry solution enables 
agents to collect data, find in-appetite markets and submit to markets all in one system to create a simple, 
connected commercial lines quoting experience.  

Allows your agency to 
• Streamline the quoting process by quoting multiple lines of 

business to multiple carriers using a single-entry solution 

• Simplify commercial submissions with standardized 
business classifications and reduced question sets 

• Grow commercial lines business by eliminating the need 
to rekey data entry and quote multiple insurers or MGAs in 
a single workflow  

“Tarmika has absolutely changed the game for our agency. By allowing us to quote and bind 
in under 5 minutes, it puts us miles ahead of our competition.”   

– Bradley Flowers, Founder, Portal Insurance



On average, it takes an 
agent less than 10 minutes 
to complete the quote flow 
and submit, across all lines, 
regardless of the number of 
markets being submitted to. 
Source: Raghav Tanna, Founder of Tarmika

Core Capabilities
Market Appetite Visibility 
Feel confident with accurate and automated market 
appetites. A classification search powered by Ask 
Kodiak communicates markets’ appetite into the 
Bridge to dynamically update in-appetite markets 
within the submission workflow. 

Simplify Commercial Submissions 
Submit to several markets at once, with some 
guidance. Dynamic Carrier Selection uses the 
selected business classification to show which 
markets are available for submission automatically.  

Quote + Bind 
Simplify the quoting process. Bindable, comparative 
rates from appointed insurers are displayed following 
a quote submission allowing agent to bridge data to 
insurer portals to finish the process.

ACORD Form Generation 
Generate pre-filled ACORDs using quoting data 
captured in the Bridge without any duplicate entry. 

Dynamic Question Set 
Save time submitting to multiple markets. The Bridge 
features a dynamic question set that removes and 
remaps duplicate underwriting questions from the 
flow to allow agents to answer a single question once 
per submission. 
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